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1. Introduction. It is the purpose of this paper to prove the follow-

ing:

Theorem A. Let G be a compact connected Lie group which acts

differentiably on E — En in such a way that the highest dimension of any

orbit is either (« — 1) or (n — 2). Then in properly chosen coordinates

the action of G is linear.

To say that G acts differentiably means that for each g in G, the

homeomorphism g(x) =f(g; x) of E onto itself is of class C. It then

follows that the functions fi(g ; x) are simultaneously of class C in

(g ; x) where (g) is any analytic set of parameters for G.

In the case of (« —1)-dimensional orbits, Theorem A is known so

we consider only the (« —2)-dimensional case. Some of the prelimi-

nary facts do not depend on differentiability and we proceed at first

with only the assumption of a continuous action for G. However we

do not know how to carry out the whole proof on this basis and after

a certain point we begin to use the assumption of differentiability.

The theorem is known for E3 without differentiability [4 ; 5 ] and this

special case gives suggestions for the general one. We have also

profited from conversations with Leo Zippin, to whom we express

thanks.

2. The base space. Throughout this section differentiability is not

used. By adding a point at infinity E = E" becomes the «-sphere

S = S" and the action of G on £ may be extended to 5 by letting every

element of G leave px, the point at infinity, fixed. Thus we may con-

sider the action of G on either E or 5 according to convenience. (We

do not know that G is differentiable at px and whether coordinates

for 5 can be chosen to make G everywhere differentiable on 5 is un-

known in general. Of course Theorem A will imply for our case that

differentiable coordinates can be chosen everywhere, but this is not

known in advance.) Associated with E and 5 there are the orbit

spaces E* and S* whose "points" are the orbits of G. The map from

E to E* or 5 to 5* is denoted by T, and T is continuous and open.

Both £* and S* are connected and locally connected.
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Let X denote the set of points in S whose orbits have dimension

« — 2 and let

B = S - A.

Then [6] dim jB=m —2 and X is an open connected set. Every point

of B is accessible because of the fact that a closed (« —2)-dimensional

set cannot separate an «-dimensional manifold even locally. Thus if

&G-B there is an arc be which lies in A except for the end point b,

and a corresponding statement for the base space follows.

Let C be the subset of A where the stability group Gx ( = elements

of G leaving x fixed) is continuous and let D be the subset of X where

Gx is discontinuous.

If x is any point of S there is a neighborhood V of x such that

if y is in V then Gy is conjugate to a subgroup of Gx [5]. If x and y

are any two points of X then

dimG* =  dimGj, = dim G — (n — 2).

Therefore if x is in X and y in A is near to x then the identity com-

ponents of Gx and Gy, denoted by Gx* and Gy*, are conjugate; because

A is connected it follows that Gx* and Gv* are conjugate for any two

points x and y in A. The set D is closed relative to X.

If a*b* is any arc in C* then there is a cross-sectioning arc ab in

the set T~l(a*b*). This follows from the fact that such cross-section-

ing arcs exist locally [3 ] and that these local cross-sections can be

pieced together.

Also this cross-section may be so chosen that Gx is constant on the

cross-section. In order to see this choose some point y in T~l(a*b*)

and let A be the normalizer of G„. If £ is the set of those points in

T~l(a*b*) left fixed by Gy, then £ is invariant under A; and also any

orbit of A(2) in £ is such that

G(z) r\E = N(z).

Now cross-sections for N (which will also be cross-sections for G) may

be found locally and on these Gx is constant. These small cross-sec-

tions may be translated by elements of A to join with others to make

a cross-section for T~l(a*b*) and on it Gx is constant.

The above can be strengthened as follows:

Lemma 1. If J* is an arc a*b* in X* which lies in C* except possibly

for a* or b* or both, then there is a cross-sectioning arc ab in T~1(a*b*),

and it can be so chosen that Gx is constant on T~x(a*b* — (a*\Jb*)).

We omit the proof.
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For any x in 5 let tm(x) be the number of components of Gx. This

function considered relative to X is upper semi-continuous. Since

tm(x) is constant on an orbit there is an associated function tk(x*)

defined as S*.

If a*b* is in X* and

(1) m(x*) is constant in a*b* — (a* W b*),

(2) m(a*) = m(b*) = km(x*), k * 1, x* £ a*b* - (a* U b*)

then T-1(a*b*) carries an (« — l)-dimensional cycle which is non-

trivial mod k, but not with integer coefficients. Such a set cannot

exist in 5 by the Alexander duality theorem and therefore an arc

of the kind described above cannot exist in X*.

Suppose now that a*b* is an arc in 5* such that

(1) a* E S* - X*,

(2) a*b* - (a* U b*) C C*,

(3) b* E D*.

An argument of the kind described above shows that T~l(a*b*)

carries a cycle mod k for some k, but carries no nontrivial integral

cycle. As before this proves that no arc of the kind described exists.

From considerations of this kind we can see as in [4] that D* is

vacuous and that C = X, C* = X*.

We can easily see that for any simple closed curve J* in C* = X*,

r-1(/*) is a closed manifold of dimension « — 1. Therefore 7'"'1(7*)

separates X and S and hence J* separates X* and S*. By Lemma 1,

for any arc J* in X*, T~l(J*) is topologically the product of an arc

with an orbit G(x), x£F_1(J*). Therefore F-1(7*) cannot separate

X and hence J* cannot separate X*. This fact is needed to show X*

is a two-cell using [8].

Since dim B^n — 2, it follows that every point of S is accessible

from X, that is if ¿>£S, there is an arc bx which lies in X except for

the point b. Projecting into S*, T(bx) becomes a path joining T(b)

and T(x) with no point in T(B) except T(b). In the set T(bx) there

is an arc joining T(b) and 7(x). Hence every point of S* is accessible

from X*. Similar arguments show that any point of an arc or simple

closed curve in X* is accessible from the complement of the arc or

simple closed curve. Accessibility is used in proving Lemmas 2 and 3

below.

We shall see below that X* is an open two-cell. Since X is a fibre

space and has local cross-sections it then will follow that there is a

cross-section in the large for X and by methods already suggested it
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may be taken that Gx is constant on this cross-section. Hence topo-

logically A is the product of a two-cell and an orbit G(x), xGA. This

will imply further by the Alexander duality theorem that B contains

an infinite number of points. The point at infinity is an orbit in B

but it is now seen that B must contain at least one other orbit. The

Alexander duality theorem implies further that B is connected.

Lemma 2. X* is an open two-cell.

If J* is a simple closed curve in A*, let

S - T-^J*) = Ui\JU2

where Ui and U2 are connected, open, and disjoined. By [8], A* will

be an open two-cell provided one of U* = T(Ui) and U2* = T(U2) has

a compact closure in A* while the other does not. To prove this it is

sufficient to prove the corresponding fact about Ui, U2, and X. Either

i/i or U2 contains p„; suppose it is U2.

We must now show that Ui contains no point of B. This can be done

as in the special case « = 3 [5, p. 266] and will not be done in detail

here. Briefly if Ui contains a point of B then (using accessibility)

there is an arc a*b*c* in A* where a*G-B*, c*£.B*, ¿>*G/*. the open

arc a*b* is in Ui*—B*, and the open arc b*c* is in U2*—B*. Then

T~l(a*b*c*) separates S and A into two connected domains Vi and

Vi, and T~l(J*—b*) must be in one of them, say in Vi. There can-

not be points of V2 in both £/i and U2 and since T~l(a*)í\Vi9é0,

T~1(c*)r\V27¿0 this is a contradiction.

Lemma 3. S* is a closed two-cell and B* is the simple closed curve

boundary.

The proof is as in [4 ; 5 ] and we give only a sketch without complete

details.

If 2* is a point of B* we shall prove that B*—z* is connected. If

not,

B* = U* W F*

where U* and Y* are nonvacuous compact sets intersecting in either

2* or the null set. Let u* and y* be points of <7* and Y* (both differ-

ent from 2*) and (using accessibility) let u*y* be an arc the open part

of which is in A*. Then T~l(u*y*) carries an (« —l)-cycle which

bounds in the complement of T~1(z*). Let x* be an interior point of

the arc u*y*. Then T~1(x*) bounds in the complement of Y* and

in the complement of U*, but it does not bound in the complement

of B*=U*\JY*. This contradicts Corollary W1 of [l] and proves
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that B* — z* is connected.

Next if M* and y* are any two points of S* there is an arc u*y* as

above and using T~1(u*y*), it may be shown that the pair u* and y*

separates S*. Hence [7] S * is a simple closed curve. It can now be

checked that S* satisfies all the conditions required to make it a

closed two-cell with boundary S* [7; 8] and this completes the proof

of the lemma.

3. The orbits of S. We now begin to use the differentiability. Let

a be a point of S such that G(a) has positive dimension, and choose

coordinates at o [2] in which Ga acts orthogonally. There exists a

cell P which is perpendicular to G(a), invariant under Ga. It may be

taken as spherical with center a. Furthermore P may be assumed so

small that for any yEP,

G(y) nP= Gaiy).

If C is a small cell in G perpendicular to Ga then there is a natural

map

CXP-+C(P)

and this map is a homeomorphism provided P and C are sufficiently

small as we shall assume.

For any p£P,

Gp E Ga-

Note that ttz(x) is constant on G(x) so m(x*) may be defined.

Lemma 4. In B* let a*b* be a closed arc such that

(1) all orbits of T~l(a*b*) have the same dimension,

(2) Gx is continuous on T~1(a*b* — (a*]Ub*)). Then for x* interior

to a*b*, m(a*)/m(x*) is either 1 or 2.

The lemma can be seen to be true for zero-dimensional orbits so

we assume that each orbit of T~l(a*b*) has positive dimension. Let

a be a point of T~1(a*). Around a choose coordinates so that Ga acts

orthogonally and choose P as indicated above. For x in the interior

of T~1(a*b*) and in P, Gx is an open subgroup of Ga and this open sub-

group will now be denoted by H; then 77 also acts orthogonally in

the chosen coordinates around a. Let Q be the set which is left fixed

by 77 so that near a, Q is a linear set which includes a. The set G(x)C\P

is finite, for otherwise dim G(x) would be greater than dim G(a) con-

trary to hypothesis.

The linear set PC\Q contains a and x so that it is at least one-

dimensional; on the other hand it cannot be more than one-dimen-
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sional and hence PC\Q is, locally, an interval in the neighborhood of a.

The identity component of H, denoted by H*, leaves PC\Q fixed.

The fixed point set of H* in P is a linear set, which would have dimen-

sion at least 2 if it contained points not in Pf\Q. This is impossible

and hence the fixed point set of H* is precisely P(~\Q.

Let g be an element of G0, and let x be as above. Since H* is in-

variant in G„ we have

H*g(x) = gH*(x) = g(x)

and hence

Hg(x) = g(x).

Thus PC\Q is invariant under Ga. When a compact group acts on an

interval it must be, effectively, either the identity or a reflection.

Therefore Ga/H has either one element or two elements and this com-

pletes the proof.

Lemma 5. Let a*b* be an arc in B* such that all orbits of a*b* are of

the same dimension. Then there exists a point c* in a*b*—a* such that

m(x*) is constant on a*c*—a*.

There is some d* of a*b* — a* such that if a^.T~1(a*) and

xG.T~1(a*d*) then Gx is conjugate to an open subgroup of G0. Take a

cell P as described above and let x„ be a sequence of points in

T~l(a*d*— a*)(~\P where lim xn = a and for each «, GXn is constant,

that is

GXn = H

where H is an open subgroup of Ga. Let Q be the set left fixed by H so

that as before P(~\Q is locally an interval which is left invariant by

G0. The lemma now follows.

Lemma 6. Let a*c* be an arc in B* with an inner point b*. Suppose

all orbits in T~x(b*c*) are of the same dimension r and that every orbit

in T~1(a*b* — b*) is of dimension >r. Then m(b*) is 2m(x*) for any x*

immediately to the right of b*.

This follows from the results above in Lemmas 4 and 5.

The two lemmas below also follow from those above.

Lemma 7. Let a*c* be an arc in B* with an inner point b*. If all the

orbits in T~l(a*c*) are of the same dimension and m(x*) is continuous

at every point of a*c* — b* then it is continuous at b*.

Lemma 8. Let a*c* be an arc in B* with an inner point b*. If all the
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orbits of T~l(a*b*) have the same dimension r, then either all those im-

mediately beyond b* have dimension r or they all have dimension greater

than r.

We now see that if a*b* is an interval such that all orbits of

T~l(a*b* — (a*KJb*)) have the same dimension then 777(x*) is con-

stant on the interior of a*b*.

4. Cross-sections.

Lemma 9. Let D* be a closed two-cell in S* which intersects B* in an

arc a*b* such that Gx is relatively continuous on T~1(a*b*). Then there

is a two-cell D which is a cross-section for T_1(D*); D can be chosen

so that Gx is constant on D — T~1(a*b*) as well as on Di\T~1(a*b*).

Let x* be a point interior to a*b* and let x be a point in F_1(x*).

Choose coordinates around x so that Gx acts orthogonally in these

coordinates and choose the cell P as described earlier. For P small

enough, as will be assumed, each orbit of T_1(a*b*) cuts P in precisely

one point and this is left fixed by Gx. For any y in P

G(y) H P = Gx(y).

In T(P) there is an open two-cell cr* whose boundary intersects

a*b* in an arc including x* in its interior. In P there is an open two-

cell a which is a cross-section for T_1(a*) on which Gx is constant.

Along T~1(a*b*), <r converges to a single point on each orbit. Hence

by adding these limit points we can obtain a closed two-cell cross-

section of all the orbits of G in the vicinity of x.

We now see that each point of D* is in an open subset of D* for

which there is a cross-section. Hence D* is covered by a finite number

of such open sets. Furthermore on these local cross-sections we may

assume that Gx is constant for the parts corresponding to a*b* and

for the parts corresponding to D*—a*b*.

We now follow a device first used by Seifert. First divide D* into

a finite set of closed two-cells 0-1*, • • • , ak* such that

(1) there is a cross-section for each <r¿* of the kind described; for

this we have only to be sure each a* is in some one of the above open

subsets of D*;

(2) we always have a*\J • ■ ■ \Ja?-i is a two-cell and

(<ti U • • • U <tj_i) (~\ o~i = Ji is an arc.

Assume now that there is a cross-section for a?\J ■ ■ ■ U<r¿*_i,

which is, say, X,_i. Let the cross-section for at be o\- with Ji corre-
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sponding to /¿*. For the sake of convenience we may assume that o\

is the product of the closed unit interval I with itself in which /¿

is OX/ and <r,-C\F_1(a*6*) is either null or 7X0. We may also as-

sume that GX = GV for any xSai — T~1(a*b*) and yGA;_i — T~l(a*b*)

because we can always replace <r,- by gai for a suitable gE.G. Let N

be the normalizer of Gx, xS.ai — T~1(a*b*), and let H be the quotient

group N/Gx. Then for any xG/< — T~l(a*b*) there is a unique ele-

ment hx of H such that hx(x) GA,_i. Therefore x^>hx is a map a of

Ji-T-^a^*) into H. If Jir\T-1(a*b*)^0, it contains a single

point, namely (0, 0). As x tends to (0, 0), o(x) converges to a compact

subset of H which we denote by a(0, 0). Since a(0, 0) • (0, 0) is a

single point, namely A,_iC\G(0, 0), it follows that each a(0, 0) ■ (5,0),

0 = s^l, isa single point. Hence the set

a(0, t) ■ (s, t) for all (s, t) G <r¡

together with K,-i forms a cross-section for o-*U • • • Uo-¡*. Thus we

can, by induction, get the desired cross-section. This completes the

proof.

The result of Lemma 9, as well as the method of proof are used in

Lemma 10.

Lemma 10. In B—pK, Gx cannot be continuous everywhere unless B

consists only of fixed points. Further, if in B—px, Gx is continuous ex-

cept at one orbit then this orbit is a fixed point.

Assume Gx is continuous in B—px everywhere except possibly at

an orbit G(b) where it may or may not be continuous. We shall prove

that G(b) is a point which will prove the lemma.

Let pZb* be an arc the interior of which is in A*. Then p*è*

divides S* into two closed two-cells Si*, S2* with S*C\S2* = p*Z>*. Let

Si* — (pZ^b*) be divided into a countable set of closed two-cells

<r* n = 0, ±1, +2, • ■ • ,

so that

(1) o-<*C\cr/ is an arc or null according as | i— j\ = 1 or not.

(2) Each (Tn* satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 9 and then there is,

by Lemma 9, a cross-section <r„ for <r„* such that Gx is constant on

o"„—B as well as on <r„C\5.

As in the proof of Lemma 9, we may adjust the cross-sections <r„

such that each o-„fVB+i is a cross-section for (r„*fV„*+i. To piece these

cross-sections <r„ together we get a cross-section Di for S* — (p*,\Jb*).

Similarly there is a cross-section D2 for S2* — (p£U2>*). Again we may

adjust D2 so that DiC\D2 is a cross-section for p*Kb* — (p* U¿>*). Hence
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we have a cross-section D = Di\JD2\Jpx of all orbits in 5 except for

G(b). The set D is, of course, homeomorphic to a closed two-cell with

one boundary point removed. If G(b) is not a point a carries an r-cycle

mod 2, 0<rg« —2, and it must be linked with a cycle z, of dimen-

sion n—r — i, which has a compact carrier Z in S—G(b).

The cross-section D and the known structure of the orbits can now

be used to deform Z into any preassigned neighborhood of px, while

remaining in S — G(b). This contradicts the fact that z links G(b) and

proves the lemma.

5. Discontinuities in 5.

Lemma 11. Let a*b* be an interval in B* such that Gx is continuous in

T~*(a*b*-(a*yJb*)). Let a and b be points in T'^a*), T'^b*), and

suppose Gx is discontinuous (relative to T~l(a*b*)) at T_1(a*) and

T_1(b*). Then not both a* and b* can be different from p*„.

Assume both a* and b* are different from pZ. At T~l(a*) the dimen-

sion of orbits is either lowered or else Gx has a discontinuity of "index"

two. A similar remark applies to T~l(b*). Therefore T_1(a*b*) carries

a cycle z not bounding in S. This is linked with a cycle y carried by a

compact set FC-S—S. Then F can be deformed into any preassigned

neighborhood of px. This gives a contradiction and proves the lemma.

We now assume that S contains orbits of dimension >0 (if all

orbits of S have dimension zero the proof in the next section is valid).

Let r he the highest dimension of any orbit in S and choose yEB

such that dim G(y) =r. Then by Lemmas 5, 7 and 11, T(y) is in an

interval a*b* such that

(1) a* = T(px),

(2) Gx is continuous in T~1(a*b* — (a*Uè*)),

(3) T_1(b*) has lower dimension than r.

In the remainder of S let s be the highest dimension of any orbit so

that 5^7-. Let z be a point in B — T~1(a*b*) such that

dim G(z) = s.

We see first that T(z) is in an interval a*c* with Gx continuous on

the interior of T~l(a*c*). If c*9£b* there is an interval cfb* between

c* and b* (the part not including a*) with Gx constant on the interior

and with orbits at the ends having lower dimension than on the

interior. This has been shown to be impossible. Hence c* = b*. Then

T(z) is in a second interval a*b* (the union of the two intervals is S*)

where Gx is continuous on the interior. We see by Lemma 10 that b*

corresponds to a fixed point also. Thus a* and b* correspond to fixed
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points and divide B* into two open intervals; on the inverse of each

open interval Gx is continuous.

6. Proof of Theorem A. As seen in the proof of Lemma 10, we can

now construct a closed two-cell C in S" which is a cross-section in the

large. Using C—p«,, which is topologically an open half-plane which

cross-sections £, it can be seen that there is a natural homeomorphism

of an open invariant neighborhood of the fixed point in £ = £n onto

all of £", and that this natural homeomorphism preserves orbits. By

the theorem of Bochner, the group G can be assumed to act linearly

in a neighborhood of the fixed point. This and the existence of the

homeomorphism described above show that G acts linearly in all of

£" if coordinates are properly chosen. This completes the proof of

Theorem A.
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